Without proper organization, workers waste time sifting through cluttered spaces and searching for items they need in order to complete tasks. With easy access to tools and personal storage, they can fully utilize their workspace, making the most of valuable time.

To accommodate the diverse needs of workers and their spaces, Steelcase® storage solutions come in many shapes and sizes and account for a range of items such as bags, mobile devices and documents.
Steelcase offers a range of product lines designed to bring a consistent aesthetic to the workplace. With attractive and effective solutions for workspaces ranging from open-plan settings to private offices, organizations choose from a diverse collection of storage products built for the modern workplace.

**Effective Solutions. Consistent Design.**

- TS Series
- Universal Steel
- c:scape
- High Density
- Duo
- Universal Laminate
- Payback
- Currency
- Elective Elements
TS Series

With a minimal footprint and clean design—and flexibility as its goal—TS Series is built to seamlessly integrate into a wide range of Steelcase applications in any workspace.
Universal Steel

Designed to evolve with changing storage needs, Universal Storage offers a range of sizes, interiors and aesthetic choices. Choosing and designing storage is simplified with a highly versatile, comprehensive storage option.
c:scape

Built to promote trust among coworkers, as well as inspire innovation, c:scape® removes visual and social barriers in the workplace, while providing adaptable storage. Made of six simple components, c:scape can be configured and reconfigured according to workspace needs, giving workers better access to each other, information and technology.
High Density

High Density storage helps workers keep documents and personal belongings organized to support both mobile and resident workflows. The bag drop style offers temporary storage and ease of access while the shelf version provides resident workers room for papers, files and supplies. Everything stays visible and close at hand.
Created specifically to provide an integrated storage solution as well as facilitate collaborative work, the Duo Storage portfolio includes Duo Overhead, Duo Slim and Duo Tall Storage.
Universal Laminate

Solving for the complex needs of both resident and mobile workers, Universal Laminate provides storage for both personal and shared spaces while providing the warmth of laminate. Complement existing furniture like Answer®, FrameOne® or private office settings with a range of choices in the Universal Laminate line.
Payback

Whether used in collaborative conference spaces or private offices, Payback™ offers modular components, integrated power and a consistent aesthetic throughout. With open and closed storage for personal and group workspaces, Payback brings classic design and thoughtful features into one hardworking solution.
Currency

The open and closed storage options of Currency® create privacy without creating boundaries. With solid construction and laminate materials, Currency provides a stylish way to keep information visually organized and accessible—and by mixing-and-matching with other product lines, it can be introduced into any aesthetic.
**Elective Elements**


Note: Most pieces available in plinth or leg-base models. Plinth base shown.
Tailored Storage Solutions.

Steelcase offers a wide variety of storage options, each with a diverse range of sizes and designs. Providing solutions such as paper and file storage or stowing personal items like coats and laptops, each product category offers unique solutions for storage needs.

- 26 Pedestals
- 30 Bins and Shelves
- 36 Laterals
- 40 Credenzas
- 42 Towers
- 46 Personal Item Storage
- 48 Cabinets and Bookcases
**Pedestals**

Providing a small, yet highly efficient storage option, pedestals promote organization without occupying extra space.

---

### TS SERIES FIXED AND MOBILE

**FEATURES**
- Three pull styles: contemporary, handle and ledge
- Steel or cushion top with or without handle available for mobile pedestal

**DIMENSIONS**
- Mobile: 27" H, 14" W, 18" D
- Mobile with seat cushion: 27" H, 14" W, 18" D

---

### UNIVERSAL STEEL FIXED AND MOBILE

**FEATURES**
- Optional individual drawer backs
- Optional tops for mobile pedestal include: steel, laminate, wood and cushion, with or without handle

**DIMENSIONS**
- Mobile: 27" H, 19" W, 18" D

---

### C:SCAPE HIGH PEDESTAL

**FEATURES**
- Two front styles: flush steel and wood veneer
- Can support mid storage units, both tall and slim
- Adjustable shelf
- c:scap e pull is available in four finishes
- Hinged door is optional

**DIMENSIONS**
- High fixed: 33" H, 18" W, 17.5" D

---

### UNIVERSAL LAMINATE FIXED AND MOBILE

**FEATURES**
- Laminate case/front with choice of pull
- Three pull styles: contemporary, jazz and ledge
- Cushion top available for mobile pedestal
- File drawers open full depth for total access to contents

**DIMENSIONS**
- Fixed, with hinged door:
  - 27" H, 15" W, 18" D
  - 26" H, 15" W, 18" D

---

### PAYBACK FIXED AND MOBILE

**FEATURES**
- Laminate case/front with choice of Classic or Executive styles
- Four pull styles: integral, waterfall, handle and ledge
- File drawers open their full depth for total access to contents
- Integrated U-channel on file drawer boxes for hanging file folder frame

**DIMENSIONS**
- Mobile: 27" H, 15" W, 18" D

---

### CURRENCY FIXED AND MOBILE

**FEATURES**
- Laminate case/front with choice of pull
- Two pull styles: handle and ledge
- File drawers open their full depth for total access to contents
- Box drawers and file drawers have a black laminate body, while the drawer fronts are available in a variety of laminate colors
- Tops, drawers and cases can all be specified with different laminates

**DIMENSIONS**
- Mobile: 30" H, 15" W, 18" D

---

### ELECTIVE ELEMENTS SINGLE/DUOBLE

**FEATURES**
- Wood drawer interiors
- Proud wood and proud laminate styles
- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, inset, transitional, bar, roll, integral (wood front only) and beam
- All wood, all laminate or laminate case with wood front
- Lock included on single pedestal, and available on double except with door with integral on beam pulls
- Adjustable shelves available in wood or metal
- Cushion top optional

**DIMENSIONS**
- Single: 27" H, 15" W, 18" D
- Double: 27" H, 30" W, 18" D
**ELECTIVE ELEMENTS HIGH**

**FEATURES**
- All wood, all laminate or laminate case with wood front
- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, inset, transitional, bar, nile, integral (wood front only) and beam
- Adjustable shelf
- Proud wood and proud laminate styles
- Adjustable shelves available in wood or metal

**DIMENSIONS**
- Hinged door
  - H: 35 7/8''
  - W: 15''
  - D: 15 3/4''

- Open
  - H: 35 7/8''
  - W: 15''
  - D: 15''

**ELECTIVE ELEMENTS ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT**

**FEATURES**
- Wood drawer interiors
- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, inset, transitional, bar, nile, integral (wood front only) and beam
- Proud wood and proud laminate styles
- All wood, all laminate or laminate case with wood front
- Lock included
- Adjusts 3'' up in 1/2'' increments

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 27 1/4'' to 30 1/4''
  - W: 15'', 18''
  - D: 23 1/4'', 29 1/4''

- Box/file

- File/file
Bins and Shelves

Bins and shelves keep space organized and offer quick access to personal items like bags and umbrellas.

**TS SERIES FLAT AND RADIUS FRONT BINS**

**FEATURES**
- Door available flat or radius steel
- Able to mount on Answer and Kick
- Quiet-close door
- Backstop prevents notebooks and equipment from damaging the surface of the panels or wall
- Wall-mountable when used
- Flexible markerboard surface available (ordered separately)

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 16”
- W: 24”, 30”, 36”, 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”
- D: 15”

**C/SCAPE MID STORAGE**

**FEATURES**
- Available open or with in-line slider
- Option to get the interior or in-line slider a different paint finish than the case
- Frosted acrylic, markerboard
- Able to mount on Answer, Kick, Montage, Series 9000 and Avenir panel systems as well as V.I.A. and Privacy Wall
- Wall-mounted in-line slider
- Personal and shared tall storage
- Personal and shared slim storage

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 16”
- W: 30”, 36”, 42”, 48”, 60”, 66”, 72”, 78”, 84”
- D: 17”, 24”, 30”, 36”

**DUO TALL AND SLIM STORAGE**

**FEATURES**
- Laminate construction with painted steel divider
- Compatible with Answer and Post and Beam
- Lock is standard only on Overheads with hinged doors
- Proud front style: laminate
- Mount parallel or perpendicular on FrameOne
- Lock is standard only on overheads with hinged doors

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 12”
- W: 54”, 66”, 78”
- D: 18”

**UNIVERSAL STEEL OVER THE CASE**

**FEATURES**
- Door available flat or radius steel
- Optional door assist
- Off-module connection available
- Able to upmount on all panel systems
- Frosted acrylic, markerboard or glass door options
- Wall-mountable when used
- Mount on Answer, Kick, Montage, Series 9000 and Avenir panel systems as well as V.I.A. and Privacy Wall
- Wall-mountable when used

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 16”
- W: 24”, 30”, 36”, 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”
- D: 15”
**CATEGORIES / BINS AND SHELVES**

**LAMINATE COMMON SHELVES**
- Wood core with low-pressure or high-pressure laminate
- Field-installed reinforcing for heavy loads

**FEATURES**
- H: 3\(\frac{3}{4}\)" W: 24", 30", 36", 42", 48" D: 15"

**DIMENSIONS**

---

**ELECTIVE ELEMENTS DOUBLE HIGH OVERHEAD**
- All wood, all laminate or laminate case with wood front
- Proud wood and proud laminate styles
- Glass doors are available on wood cases with combination overheads
- Can be wall-mounted or suspended between two towers

**FEATURES**
- Locks are an available option on the far left and far right hinged doors, non-glass only
- Products with adjustable shelves are available in wood or metal

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 30" W: 60", 66", 72", 78", 84", 90", 96" D: 15" (open), 15\(\frac{7}{8}\)" (doors)

---

**UNIVERSAL STEEL SHELF**
- Recess beneath unit to accommodate shelf light
- Shelf backstop
- On-module attachment hooks with safety catch

**FEATURES**
- Able to mount on Answer, Kick, Montage, Series 9000 and Avenir panel systems as well as V.I.A. and Privacy Wall
- Wall-mountable when used with wall channels

**DIMENSIONS**

---

**ELECTIVE ELEMENTS SINGLE HIGH OVERHEAD STORAGE**
- All wood, all laminate or laminate case with wood front
- Proud wood and proud laminate styles
- Glass doors are available on wood cases with sliding doors or hinged doors greater than 36"

**FEATURES**
- Can be wall-mounted, attached to Montage, Answer, Technology Wall or Privacy Wall, or suspended between two towers and 15\(\frac{1}{2}\)" on V.I.A.
- Locks are an available option on the far left and far right hinged doors, non-glass only

**DIMENSIONS**

---

**TS SERIES LAMINATE SHELVES**
- Wood core with low-pressure or high-pressure laminate
- Field-installed reinforcing for heavy loads

**FEATURES**
- Able to mount on Answer, Kick, Montage, Series 9000 and Avenir panel systems as well as V.I.A. and Privacy Wall
- Wall-mountable when used with wall channels

**DIMENSIONS**

---

**UNIVERSAL STEEL PERSONAL SHELF**
- Recess beneath unit to accommodate shelf light
- On-module attachment hooks with safety catch

**FEATURES**
- Able to mount on Answer, Kick, Montage, Series 9000 and Avenir panel systems as well as V.I.A. and Privacy Wall
- Wall-mountable when used with wall channels

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 17\(\frac{7}{8}\)" W: 29\(\frac{1}{2}\)", 35\(\frac{7}{16}\), 41\(\frac{15}{16}\), 47\(\frac{7}{8}\), 53\(\frac{1}{8}\), 59\(\frac{1}{16}\), 65\(\frac{15}{16}\), 71\(\frac{7}{8}\), 78\(\frac{3}{4}\)

---

**UNIVERSAL STEEL SLIM SHELF**
- Can mount off-module on any panel system
- Able to mount on Answer, Kick, Montage, Series 9000 and Avenir panel systems as well as V.I.A. and Privacy Wall
- Wall-mountable when used with wall channels

**FEATURES**
- Able to mount on Answer, Kick, Montage, Series 9000 and Avenir panel systems as well as V.I.A. and Privacy Wall
- Wall-mountable when used with wall channels

**DIMENSIONS**
**ELECTIVE ELEMENTS SHELVES**

**FEATURES**
- Laminate or wood
- Can be wall-mounted, attached to Montage, Answer, Technology Wall or Privacy Wall, or suspended between two towers and 15”H on V.I.A.
- Accessory shelves can be attached to the bottom of an overhead, organizer, service module, or open-shelf integral pull
- Proud wood and proud laminate styles
- Glass doors (no locks) are available on wood cases

**DIMENSIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blade accessory</th>
<th>Accessory</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Organizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H: 3&quot;</td>
<td>W: 30&quot;</td>
<td>36&quot;</td>
<td>42&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3’1/2’</td>
<td>45”</td>
<td>48”</td>
<td>60”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5’</td>
<td>54”</td>
<td>58”</td>
<td>62”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6’5/8”</td>
<td>66”</td>
<td>72”</td>
<td>78”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7’1/8”</td>
<td>78”</td>
<td>84”</td>
<td>90”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8’3/8”</td>
<td>90”</td>
<td>96”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Blade accessory
Accessory
Open
Organizer

*For overhead applications
**Version for service modules and two-sided/hutch kits are 1.45” less

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blade accessory</th>
<th>Accessory</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Organizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H: 3’1/2”</td>
<td>W: 30”</td>
<td>36”</td>
<td>42”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3’1/2”</td>
<td>45”</td>
<td>48”</td>
<td>60”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5’</td>
<td>54”</td>
<td>58”</td>
<td>62”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6’5/8”</td>
<td>66”</td>
<td>72”</td>
<td>78”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7’1/8”</td>
<td>78”</td>
<td>84”</td>
<td>90”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8’3/8”</td>
<td>90”</td>
<td>96”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Blade accessory
Accessory
Open
Organizer
Lateral storage solutions are designed to efficiently organize documents, archives, and project files with easy-to-access, high-volume storage. The TS Series, TS 200 Series, and Universal Steel models each offer distinct features and dimensions tailored to specific organizational needs.

### Lateral Storage Options

#### TS Series
- **Features**
  - Proud front with choice of pull
  - Three pull styles: contemporary, handle and ledge
  - 1.5H lateral has finished top, is freestanding and is available in open/open and drawer/drawer configurations
- **Features**
  - Two-high laterals have open top to support work surfaces and are available in drawer/drawer configuration
- **Dimensions**
  - H: 27”
  - W: 30”, 36”, 42”
  - D: 18”

#### C:scape Low Storage
- **Features**
  - Two front styles: flush steel and wood veneer
  - Available with c:scape integral pull
  - Drawers open full depth for total access to their contents
  - Optional tops include laminates or wood veneer tops
- **Dimensions**
  - H: 16”
  - W: 30”, 36”, 42”
  - D: 14.5”

#### Universal Laminate
- **Features**
  - Proud front style: laminate
  - Three pull styles: contemporary, jazz, and ledge
  - Drawers open full depth for total access to their contents
  - Optional tops include laminate, no top or cushion top for 1H, 1.5H, and 2H drawers
- **Dimensions**
  - H: 16”, 22”, 27”, 30”, 35”, 50”, 65”
  - W: 30”, 36”, 42”
  - D: 19”, 24”

#### Payback Classic and Executive Lateral Files
- **Features**
  - Laminates case/ front with choice of Classic or Executive styles
  - Four pull styles: integral, waterfall, handle, and ledge
  - File drawers open full depth for total access to contents
  - Integrated U-channel on the drawer bottoms for hanging file folder frames
- **Dimensions**
  - H: 25”, 33”, 57”
  - W: 23”, 35”, 35”, 57”
  - D: 19”, 23”, 23”

---

**UNIVERSAL STEEL**

**CATEGORIES / LATERALS**

**Payback**

**Classic and Executive Lateral Files**

**Features**

- Laminates case/ front with choice of Classic or Executive styles
- Four pull styles: integral, waterfall, handle and ledge
- File drawers open full depth for total access to contents
- Integrated U-channel on the drawer bottoms for hanging file folder frames

**Dimensions**


---

**UNIVERSAL LAMINATE**

**Features**

- Proud front style: laminate
- Three pull styles: contemporary, jazz, and ledge
- Drawers open full depth for total access to their contents
- Optional tops include laminate, no top or cushion top for 1H, 1.5H, and 2H drawers

**Dimensions**

- H: 16”, 22”, 27”, 30”, 35”, 50”, 65”  W: 30”, 36”, 42”  D: 19”, 24”

---

**UNIVERSAL STEEL 1H WITH OLOGY INTEGRATION**

**Features**

- Integrates the Ology desk leg into Universal storage
- Top is available in laminate and wood veneer tops
- Removable interior cover provides access to power outlets
- Usable depth is 12”D
- Grommet provides a clean area where the desk leg integrates
- Wire manager keeps wires tidy and functionally flexes vertically

**Dimensions**

- H: 16”
  - W: 30”, 36”, 42”
  - D: 18”

---

**TS SERIES**

**Features**

- Proud pull front with choice of pull
- Three pull styles: contemporary, handle and ledge
- 1.5H lateral has finished top, is freestanding and is available in open/open and drawer/drawer configurations
- Important pull with choice of pull
- Three pull styles: contemporary, handle and ledge
- Integral pull

**Dimensions**

- H: 27”
  - W: 30”, 36”, 42”
  - D: 18”
CATEGORIES / LATERALS

CURRENCY

FEATURES
- Laminate case/front with choice of pull
- Two pull styles: handle and ledge
- File drawers open full depth for total access to contents
- Box drawers and file drawers have a black laminate body while the drawer fronts are available in a variety of laminate colors
- Tops, drawers and cases can all be specified with different laminates

DIMENSIONS
Fixed
H: 27 3/8"
W: 36"
D: 23"

Freestanding
H: 28 1/2"
W: 36"
D: 24"

ELECTIVE ELEMENTS

FEATURES
- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, mat, transitional, bar, nile, integral (wood front only) and beam
- All wood, all laminate or laminate case with wood front
- Lock included
- Proud wood and proud laminate styles
- Two-high has worksurface top
- Adjustable shelves available in wood or metal
- Cushion top available

DIMENSIONS
Freestanding lateral file
H: 29 1/4" W: 30 3/4" D: 24 1/2"

File drawer
H: 15 1/2" W: 30 3/4" D: 24 1/2"

Open bookcase
H: 15 1/2" W: 30 3/4" D: 24 1/2"
Credenzas solve the storage needs of meeting spaces while providing a visually appealing alternative to typical solutions.

**C:SCAPE**
- Two front styles: flush steel and wood veneer
- C:scape pull is available in four finishes
- Lock included
- Drawers open full depth for total access to their contents
- Optional tops include no top or wood veneer top

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 18"/24"
- W: 48"/60"/72"
- D: 17"

**FEATURES**
- Lock included
- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, bar, mil, integral (wood front only), inset, transitional and beam
- Proud wood and proud laminate styles
- Adjustable shelves available in wood or metal
- Leg base only

**ELECTIVE ELEMENTS**
- Wood drawer interiors
- All wood, all laminate or laminate case with wood front
- Lock included

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 21"/27"/33"
- W: 60"/66"/72"/90"/96"/102"/108" D: 17"

**PAYBACK CLASSIC AND EXECUTIVE CREDENZAS**
- Laminate case/front with choice of Classic or Executive styles
- Four pull styles: integral, waterfall, handle and ledge
- File drawers open full depth for total access to contents
- Integrated U-channel on the drawer bodies for hanging file folder frame

**DIMENSIONS**
- Classic: H: 29"
  W: 64"/66"/78" D: 19"/23/23.5"
- Executive: H: 29"
  W: 64"/66"/78" D: 19"/23/23.5"

**CURRENCY**
- Laminate case/front with choice of pull
- Two pull styles: handle and ledge
- Available with doors
- Option of HPL or LPL top
- Lock included

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 21"
  W: 36"/42"/48"/60"/66"/72"
  D: 17"

**DIAGRAMS**
- Low storage cabinets with doors
- Low storage cabinets without doors
- Double lateral
- Double storage
- Lateral file and storage cabinet, left
CATEGORIES / TOWERS

Towers

Hardworking options that vertically store a variety of items, towers provide high-volume storage with a smaller footprint.

**UNIVERSAL STEEL**

**OPEN SIDE**

- Three front styles: flush steel, proud steel and proud wood
- Six pull styles: integral, jazz, contemporary, bar, handle and c:scape
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable
- Optional tops include laminate or wood
- Lift-up door with fixed shelf in top opening of 651/2”H supports binder storage

**FEATURES**

- Optional dome top
- Handle pull
- Fixed shelves
- Three pull styles: contemporary, handle and ledge
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 48”, 54”, 66”
- W: 24”
- D*: 24”
  *Add 7/8” for proud fronts

**UNIVERSAL STEEL VERTICAL DRAWER**

- Three front styles: flush steel, proud steel and proud wood
- Six pull styles: integral, jazz, contemporary, bar, handle and c:scape
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable
- Optional tops include laminate or wood
- Lift-up door with fixed shelf in top opening of 651/2”H supports binder storage

**FEATURES**

- Optional dome top
- Handle pull
- Fixed shelves
- Three pull styles: contemporary, handle and ledge
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 47”, 52”, 651/2”
- W: 24”
- D*: 18”, 231/2”, 291/2”
  *Add 1” for proud fronts

**UNIVERSAL STEEL VERTICAL DRAWER**

- Three front styles: flush steel, proud steel and proud wood
- Six pull styles: integral, jazz, contemporary, bar, handle and c:scape
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable
- Optional tops include laminate or wood
- Lift-up door with fixed shelf in top opening of 651/2”H supports binder storage

**FEATURES**

- Optional dome top
- Handle pull
- Fixed shelves
- Three pull styles: contemporary, handle and ledge
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 47”, 52”, 651/2”
- W: 24”
- D*: 18”, 231/2”, 291/2”
  *Add 1” for proud fronts

**UNIVERSAL STEEL DUAL DOOR TOWER**

- Three front styles: flush steel, proud steel and proud wood
- Six pull styles: integral, jazz, contemporary, bar, handle and c:scape
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable
- Optional tops include laminate or wood
- Lift-up door with fixed shelf in top opening of 651/2”H supports binder storage

**FEATURES**

- Optional dome top
- Handle pull
- Fixed shelves
- Three pull styles: contemporary, handle and ledge
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 47”, 52”, 651/2”
- W: 24”
- D*: 18”, 231/2”, 291/2”
  *Add 1” for proud fronts

**UNIVERSAL STEEL FULL FRONT**

- Three front styles: flush steel, proud steel and proud wood
- Six pull styles: integral, jazz, contemporary, bar, handle and c:scape
- Variety of drawer and shelf interiors
- Optional tops include laminate or wood

**FEATURES**

- Optional dome top
- Handle pull
- Fixed shelves
- Three pull styles: contemporary, handle and ledge
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 52”, 651/2”
- W: 24”
- D*: 231/2”, 291/2”
  *Add 1” for proud fronts

**UNIVERSAL STEEL WORKSTATION VERTICAL**

- Three front styles: flush steel, proud steel and proud wood
- Six pull styles: integral, jazz, contemporary, bar, handle and c:scape
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable
- Optional tops include laminate or wood
- Lift-up door with fixed shelf in top opening of 651/2”H supports binder storage

**FEATURES**

- Optional dome top
- Handle pull
- Fixed shelves
- Three pull styles: contemporary, handle and ledge
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 47”, 52”, 651/2”
- W: 24”
- D*: 18”, 231/2”, 291/2”
  *Add 1” for proud fronts

**UNIVERSAL STEEL OPEN SIDE**

- Three front styles: flush steel, proud steel and proud wood
- Six pull styles: integral, jazz, contemporary, bar, handle and c:scape
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable
- Optional tops include laminate, wood and glass skylight
- Optional glass shelves

**FEATURES**

- Optional dome top
- Handle pull
- Fixed shelves
- Three pull styles: contemporary, handle and ledge
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 47”, 52”, 651/2”
- W: 24”
- D*: 18”, 231/2”, 291/2”
  *Add 1” for proud fronts

**UNIVERSAL STEEL DUAL DOOR TOWER**

- Three front styles: flush steel, proud steel and proud wood
- Six pull styles: integral, jazz, contemporary, bar, handle and c:scape
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable
- Optional tops include laminate, wood and glass skylight

**FEATURES**

- Optional dome top
- Handle pull
- Fixed shelves
- Three pull styles: contemporary, handle and ledge
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 47”, 52”, 651/2”
- W: 24”
- D*: 18”, 231/2”, 291/2”
  *Add 1” for proud fronts

**UNIVERSAL STEEL WORKSTATION VERTICAL**

- Three front styles: flush steel, proud steel and proud wood
- Six pull styles: integral, jazz, contemporary, bar, handle and c:scape
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable
- Optional tops include laminate or wood
- Lift-up door with fixed shelf in top opening of 651/2”H supports binder storage

**FEATURES**

- Optional dome top
- Handle pull
- Fixed shelves
- Three pull styles: contemporary, handle and ledge
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 52”, 651/2”
- W: 24”
- D*: 231/2”, 291/2”
  *Add 1” for proud fronts

**UNIVERSAL STEEL DUAL DOOR TOWER**

- Three front styles: flush steel, proud steel and proud wood
- Six pull styles: integral, jazz, contemporary, bar, handle and c:scape
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable
- Optional tops include laminate, wood and glass skylight

**FEATURES**

- Optional dome top
- Handle pull
- Fixed shelves
- Three pull styles: contemporary, handle and ledge
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 47”, 52”, 651/2”
- W: 24”
- D*: 18”, 231/2”, 291/2”
  *Add 1” for proud fronts
### C:SCAPE

**Features**
- Coat hooks is standard on the inside of the locker
- Integral pull is recessed and made of plastic and is available in three finishes
- Leveling glides have 2” of adjustment for uneven floors
- Shelf is adjustable 2”/4” up or down from center position

**Elective Elements**
- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, inset, transitional, bar, nile, integral (wood front only) and beam
- All wood, all laminate or laminate case with wood front

**Universal Laminate**
- Tops, doors and cases can all be specified with different laminates
- Lock included
- Dimensions:
  - Dual door: H: 42”, W: 16”, D: 18”, 24”
  - Side access: H: 42”, W: 16”, D: 18”, 24”

**Currency**
- Laminate case/door
- LPL top
- Dimensions:

**Elective Elements Full Height With Doors**
- All wood, all laminate or laminate case with wood front
- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, inset, transitional, bar, nile, integral (wood front only) and beam
- Lock included on all units except doors with integral pulls; on 24”W units, only the wardrobe door will lock
- Proud wood and proud laminate styles

### ELECTIVE ELEMENTS DOORS AND DRAWERS

**Features**
- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, inset, transitional, bar, nile, integral (wood front only) and beam
- All wood, all laminate or laminate case with wood front
- Lock included on all units except doors with integral pulls; on 24”W units, only the wardrobe door will lock
- Proud wood and proud laminate styles

**Dimensions**
- With wardrobe: H: 45”, 65”, 72”, 77”/W: 24”

### ELECTIVE ELEMENTS OPEN SHELVES AND DRAWERS

**Features**
- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, inset, transitional, bar, nile, integral (wood front only) and beam
- Locks included on drawers and doors, except doors with integral pulls
- Proud wood and proud laminate styles

**Dimensions**
- With wardrobe: H: 45”, 65”, 72”, 77”/W: 24”

### C:SCAPE

**Features**
- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, inset, transitional, bar, nile, integral (wood front only) and beam

**Dimensions**
- With wardrobe: H: 45”, 65”, 72”, 77”/W: 24”

---

**Note:**
- Products with adjustable shelves are available in wood or metal
- Glass doors (no locks) are available on wood cases, except on wardrobe doors
- Products with adjustable shelves are available in wood or metal
- Glass doors (no locks) are available on wood cases, except on wardrobe doors
- Products with adjustable shelves are available in wood or metal
- Glass doors (no locks) are available on wood cases, except on wardrobe doors
- Products with adjustable shelves are available in wood or metal
- Glass doors (no locks) are available on wood cases, except on wardrobe doors

---

**Legend:**
- H: Height
- W: Width
- D: Depth
Personal Item Storage

Personal item storage is an essential necessity in the workplace. Lockers can be used to suit personal storage needs for both owned and shared work spaces. High Density Storage offers ample organizational space with the added benefit of expandable privacy.

### UNIVERSAL STEEL LOCKERS

**FEATURES**
- Available in Design Options digital spec guide
- Coat rod is standard in the single-door lockers
- Right- or left-handed
- Three front styles: flush, proud or proud wood
- Six pull styles: Integral, jazz, contemporary, bar, handle and c:scape
- Cannot stand alone; must be connected to another locker or storage with the same depth

**DIMENSIONS**

| Single door          | Two or three door
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H: 42&quot;, 60 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>H: 52&quot;, 60 1/2&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W: 18&quot;</td>
<td>W: 18&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D*: 23 1/8&quot;, 29 1/8&quot;</td>
<td>D*: 23 1/8&quot;, 29 1/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Add 1/4" for proud fronts

### UNIVERSAL LAMINATE WARDROBE CABINET

**FEATURES**
- Proud front style: laminate
- Three pull styles: contemporary, jazz and ledge
- Drawers open full depth for total access to their contents
- Lock included

**DIMENSIONS**

| Door hinged right | Door hinged left
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H: 42&quot;, 48&quot;, 54&quot;</td>
<td>H: 42&quot;, 48&quot;, 54&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W: 12&quot;</td>
<td>W: 12&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: 18&quot;, 24&quot;</td>
<td>D: 18&quot;, 24&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### HIGH DENSITY STORAGE

**FEATURES**
- Proud front style: laminate or veneer
- Interior: painted finished steel
- Four pull styles: Nile, contemporary, jazz and bar
- Lock included

**DIMENSIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bag drop</th>
<th>Bag drop with coat closet</th>
<th>Shelf</th>
<th>Shelf with coat closet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H: 42&quot;</td>
<td>H: 42&quot;, 60 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>W: 10&quot;</td>
<td>W: 10&quot;, 18&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W: 18&quot;</td>
<td>D: 24&quot;, 30&quot;</td>
<td>D: 18&quot;, 29 1/8&quot;</td>
<td>D: 18&quot;, 29 1/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cabinets and Bookcases

Effective storage for both personal and work-related items, cabinets and bookcases meet a variety of storage needs.

**UNIVERSAL STEEL COMBINATION CABINET**
- Three front styles: flush steel, proud steel and proud wood
- Five pull styles: integral, jazz, contemporary, bar and handle
- Two door options: steel and glass

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 52", 65½", 83½"
- W: 30", 36", 42"
- D*: 18", 23½/8"

*Add 7/8” for proud fronts

**FEATURES**
- Drawer fronts are removable and interchangeable
- Optional tops include laminate, wood, security or no top

**UNIVERSAL STEEL STORAGE CABINET**
- Three front styles: flush steel, proud steel and proud wood
- Five pull styles: integral, jazz, contemporary, bar and handle
- Optional tops include laminate, wood, security or no top

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 28", 40", 53½", 65½", 83½"
- W: 30", 36", 42"
- D*: 18", 23½/8"

*Add 7/8” for proud fronts

**FEATURES**
- Optional tops include laminate, wood security or no top

**UNIVERSAL OVERFILE CABINET**
- Flush front style: steel
- Available with or without sliding door with integral pulls

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 16", 31½"
- W: 30", 36", 42"
- D: 18"

**UNIVERSAL LAMINATE BOOKCASE**
- Proud front style: laminate
- Top and case can be specified with different laminates
- Shelves adjust in 1/4” increments using a reversible bracket
- Heights will be flush with Answer panel at same height with thin trim selected

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 42”, 48”, 54”, 66”, 72”
- W: 30”, 36”
- D: 15”

**FEATURES**
- Optional tops include laminate, wood security or no top
- Optimized for binder storage on all shelves
- Optional hinged-glass doors available
- Display shelf available

**PAYBACK STORAGE AND WARDROBE CABINETS**
- Laminate case/front with choice of Classic or Executive styles
- Top and case can be specified with different laminates
- Lock standard

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 64½”, 70½” (Classic)
- 64½”, 71” (Executive)
- W: 23½”, 30½”
- D: 19¼”, 23½”

**FEATURES**
- Laminate case/front with choice of Classic or Executive styles
- Top and case can be specified with different laminates
- Lock standard

**DIMENSIONS**
- H: 42”, 48”, 54”, 66”, 72”
- W: 24”, 30”, 36”
- D: 15”
PAYBACK STACKING BOOKCASE

- Laminate case
- Option of LPL or HPL top
- Tops, doors and cases can all be specified with different laminates

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 28½”, 66”, 72”
- W: 36”
- D: 15½”

PAYBACK STORAGE CABINET WITH LATERAL FILE DRAWERS

- Laminate case
- Option of LPL or HPL top
- Tops, doors and cases can all be specified with different laminates
- Lock included

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 64”, 70½” (Classic)
- W: 29½”, 36½”
- D: 19¼”, 23½”

CURRENCY STORAGE CABINET WITH LATERAL FILE DRAWERS

- Laminate case/front
- Option of LPL or HPL top
- Tops, doors and cases can all be specified with different laminates
- Lock included

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 66”
- W: 36”
- D: 18½”, 24”

CURRENCY BOOKCASE

- Laminate case
- Option of LPL or HPL top
- Tops, doors and cases can all be specified with different laminates

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 28½”, 66”, 72”
- W: 36”
- D: 15½”

ELECTIVE ELEMENTS VERTICAL CABINET

- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, inset, transitional, bar, nile, integral (wood front only) and beam
- Locks included on drawers and doors, except doors with integral pulls
- Glass doors (no locks) are available on wood cases

**DIMENSIONS**

- H: 45”, 66½”, 77½”
- W: 30”
- D: 24”, 30”

ELECTIVE ELEMENTS FREESTANDING AND STACKING BOOKCASE

- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, inset, transitional, bar, nile, integral (wood front only) and beam
- Products with adjustable shelves are available in wood or metal
- Glass doors (no locks) are available on wood cases

**DIMENSIONS**

- Freestanding bookcase (Classic)
  - H: 40½”, 50½”, 60½”, 70½”, 80½”, 90½”
  - W: 24”, 30”, 36”
  - D: 15½”, 19¼”, 23½”

- Freestanding bookcase (Executive)
  - H: 44”, 54”, 64”, 74”, 84”, 94”
  - W: 24”, 30”, 36”
  - D: 18”, 24”

ELECTIVE ELEMENTS WARDROBE

- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, inset, transitional, bar, nile, integral (wood front only) and beam
- All wood, all laminate or laminate case with wood front
- Locks included except with integral pulls
- Locks included on drawers and doors, except doors with integral pulls
- Glass doors (no locks) are available on wood cases

**DIMENSIONS**

- 3H, 5H, 5H, 6H

ELECTIVE ELEMENTS CURRENCY

- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, inset, transitional, bar, nile, integral (wood front only) and beam
- Locks included except with integral pulls
- All wood, all laminate or laminate case with wood front
- Glass doors (no locks) are available on wood cases

**DIMENSIONS**

- 3H, 5H, 5H, 6H

ELECTIVE ELEMENTS BOOKCASE

- Eight pull styles: contemporary, jazz, inset, transitional, bar, nile, integral (wood front only) and beam
- Products with adjustable shelves are available in wood or metal
- Glass doors (no locks) are available on wood cases

**DIMENSIONS**

- Freestanding open, 3H, doors, 3H, bookcase, 2H, bookcase